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A four decade quest for the elusive turbulent jet
Abstract:

I will describe, hopefully with some humor, my nearly 40 year quest to
understand turbulent jets. I’ll start with the early attempts of my students and
colleagues in the 1970’s at CFD, which could never seem to both conserve
momentum and agree with the jet data. All of which led to the obvious conclusion
from the many experiments of the previous three decades that Newton was
clearly wrong, and that r (i.e., force really did equal only one-half mass times
acceleration). Then I’ll review the ensuing 15 year battle with the turbulence
community (most of whom failed to see the humor and absurdity in this) to
overcome their rationalizations and convince them that it really was not
unreasonable to ask that proper measurements should conserve momentum,
and to identify the sources of the problem. And finally I’ll trace the attempts of me
and my collaborators over the past two decades to design experiments using the
rapidly evolving optical and digital technology for the purpose of actually
understanding what the flow in a jet was doing, the latest incarnations of which
are the experiments currently underway at DTU. My personal jet saga will

probably be recognized by senior investigators as representative of scientific
investigations their own fields, but more importantly might serve as a model for
the young investigator of the importance of perseverance. Or perhaps for all, only
another example of the difficulties and futility of taking on the entire world.
There will be a reception after the lecture.
Everyone is welcome!
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